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Pleaural Disease
Effusion : Exudative/ Transudate

Air : Open/Close

Tumor : Malignancy

Normal Pleural Fluid

•

Clear ultrafiltrate of plasma that originates from the parietal pleura

•

A pH of 7.60-7.64

•

Protein content of less than 2% (1-2 g/dL)

•

Fewer than 1000 white blood cells (WBCs) per cubic millimeter

•

Glucose content similar to that of plasma

•

Lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) less than 50% of plasma

Gross Characteristic & Types of Exudative Effusion

Frankly purulent fluid indicates an empyema

A putrid odor suggests an anaerobic empyema

A milky, opalescent fluid suggests a chylothorax, resulting most often from lymphatic
obstruction by malignancy or thoracic duct injury by trauma or surgical procedure

Grossly bloody fluid may result from trauma, malignancy, postpericardiotomy
syndrome, or asbestos-related effusion and indicates the need for a spun hematocrit
test of the sample. A pleural fluid hematocrit level of more than 50% of the peripheral
hematocrit level defines a hemothorax, which often requires tube thoracostomy

Black pleural fluid suggests a limited number of diseases, including infection with
Aspergillus niger or Rizopus oryzae, malignant melanoma, non-small cell lung cancer
or ruptured pancreatic pseudocyst, or charcoal-containing empyema

Light’s Criteria
The fluid is considered an exudate if any of the following are found:

Ratio of pleural fluid to serum protein greater than 0.5

Ratio of pleural fluid to serum LDH greater than 0.6

Pleural fluid LDH greater than two thirds of the upper limits of
normal serum value

The fluid is considered a transudate if all of the above are absent.

Criteria require simultaneous measurement of pleural fluid
and serum protein and LDH

A meta-analysis of 1448 patients suggested that the following
combined pleural fluid measurements might have sensitivity and
specificity comparable to the criteria from Light et al for
distinguishing transudates from exudates

Pleural fluid LDH value greater than 0.45 of the upper limit of normal
serum values

Pleural fluid cholesterol level greater than 45 mg/dL

Pleural fluid protein level greater than 2.9 g/dL

Clinical judgment is required when pleural fluid test results fall near
the cutoff points.
The criteria from Light et al and these alternative criteria identify
nearly all exudates correctly, but they misclassify approximately
20-25% of transudates as exudates, usually in patients on long-term
diuretic therapy for congestive heart failure (because of the
concentrating effect of diuresis on protein and LDH levels within the
pleural space).
Using the criterion of serum minus pleural protein concentration level
of less than 3.1 g/dL, rather than a serum/pleural fluid ratio of greater
than 0.5, more correctly identifies exudates in these patients.
Although pleural fluid albumin is not typically measured, a gradient of
serum albumin to pleural fluid albumin of less than 1.2 g/dL also
identifies an exudate in such patients.

NT-proBNP
Studies suggest that pleural fluid levels of N-terminal pro-brain
natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) are elevated in effusions due to
congestive heart failure.
Moreover, elevated pleural NT-proBNP was demonstrated to outperform pleural fluid BNP as a marker of heart failure–related
effusion.

Thus, at institutions where this test is available, high pleural levels of
NT-proBNP (defined in different studies as >1300-4000 ng/L) may help
to confirm heart failure as the cause of an otherwise idiopathic
chronic effusion.

In amore recent systematic review,
pleural fluid cholesterol greater than 55 mg/dL and
pleural LDH greater than 200 U/L each had better
positive and negative likelihood ratio for
distinguishing exudates from transudates than did
Light’s criteria.

Pleural Fluid LDH

Pleural fluid LDH levels greater than 1000 IU/L suggest empyema,
malignant effusion, rheumatoid effusion, or pleural paragonimiasis.

Pleural fluid LDH levels are also increased in effusions from
Pneumocystis jiroveci (formerly, P carinii) pneumonia. The diagnosis is
suggested by a pleural fluid/serum LDH ratio of greater than 1, with a
pleural fluid/serum protein ratio of less than 0.5.

Pleural Fluid Glucose and pH

A low pleural glucose concentration (30-50 mg/dL) suggests
malignant effusion, tuberculous pleuritis, esophageal rupture, or
lupus pleuritis.

A very low pleural glucose concentration (ie, < 30 mg/dL) further
restricts diagnostic possibilities, to rheumatoid pleurisy or empyema.

pH
•

Pleural fluid pH is highly correlated with pleural fluid glucose
levels.

•

A pleural fluid pH of less than 7.30 with a normal arterial blood pH
level is caused by the same diagnoses as listed above for low
pleural fluid glucose.

•

However, for parapneumonic effusions, a low pleural fluid pH level
is more predictive of complicated effusions (that require drainage)
than is a low pleural fluid glucose level.

•

In such cases, a pleural fluid pH of less than 7.1-7.2 indicates the
need for urgent drainage of the effusion, while a pleural fluid pH of
more than 7.3 suggests that the effusion may be managed with
systemic antibiotics alone.

In malignant effusions, a pleural fluid pH of less than 7.3 has been
associated in some reports with more extensive pleural involvement,
higher yield on cytology, decreased success of pleurodesis, and shorter
survival times.
Handle pleural fluid samples as carefully as arterial samples for pH
measurements, with fluid collected in heparinized syringes and ideally
transported on ice for measurement within six hours.
However, studies have determined that when collected in heparinized
syringes, pleural fluid pH does not change significantly even over
several hours at room temperature.
Consequently, if appropriately collected samples can be processed
quickly, pH measurements should not be canceled simply because the
sample was not transported on ice.

Pleural Fluid Cell Count Differential

If an exudate is suspected clinically or is confirmed by chemistry test
results, send the pleural fluid for total and differential cell counts, Gram
stain, culture, and cytology.

Pleural fluid lymphocytosis, with lymphocyte values greater than 85% of
the total nucleated cells, suggests TB, lymphoma, sarcoidosis, chronic
rheumatoid pleurisy, yellow nail syndrome, and chylothorax.
Pleural lymphocyte values of 50-70% of the nucleated cells suggest
malignancy.

Pleural fluid eosinophilia (PFE), with eosinophil values greater than 10% of
nucleated cells, is seen in approximately 10% of pleural effusions and is not
correlated with peripheral blood eosinophilia. PFE is most often caused by
air or blood in the pleural space.
Blood in the pleural space causing PFE may be the result of pulmonary
embolism with infarction or benign asbestos pleural effusion.
PFE may be associated with other nonmalignant diseases, including
parasitic disease (especially paragonimiasis), fungal infection
(coccidioidomycosis, cryptococcosis, histoplasmosis), and a variety of
medications.
The presence of PFE does not exclude a malignant effusion, especially in
patient populations with a high prevalence of malignancy. The presence of
PFE makes tuberculous pleurisy unlikely and also makes the progression of
a parapneumonic effusion to an empyema unlikely.
Mesothelial cells are found in variable numbers in most effusions, but their
presence at greater than 5% of total nucleated cells makes a diagnosis of TB
less likely.
Markedly increased numbers of mesothelial cells, especially in bloody or
eosinophilic effusions, suggests pulmonary embolism as the cause of
effusion.

Pleural Fluid Culture and Cytology

Cultures of infected pleural fluids yield positive results in
approximately 60% of cases. This occurs even less often for anaerobic
organisms.
Diagnostic yields, particularly for anaerobic pathogens, may be
increased by directly culturing pleural fluid into blood culture bottles.
Malignancy is suspected in patients with known cancer or with
lymphocytic, exudative effusions, especially when bloody. Direct tumor
involvement of the pleura is diagnosed most easily by performing
pleural fluid cytology.
Heparinized samples (1 mL of 1:1000 heparin per 50 mL of pleural fluid)
should be submitted for analysis if the pleural fluid is bloody and they
should be refrigerate if samples will not be processed within one hour.

The reported diagnostic yields in cytology vary from 60-90%, depending
on the extent of pleural involvement and the type of primary malignancy.
Cytology findings are positive in 58% of effusions related to
mesothelioma.
The sensitivity of cytology is not highly related to the volume of pleural
fluid tested. Sending more than 50-60 mL of pleural fluid for cytology
does not increase the yield of direct cytospin analysis, and volumes of
approximately 150 mL are sufficient when both cytospin and cell block
preparations are analyzed.
Tumor markers, such as carcinoembryonic antigen, Leu-1, and mucin,
are suggestive of malignant effusions (especially adenocarcinoma)
when pleural fluid values are very high. However, because of low
sensitivity, they are not helpful if the values are normal or only modestly
increased.

Tuberculous Pleuritis
Suspect tuberculous pleuritis in patients with a history of exposure or a positive
PPD finding and in patients with lymphocytic exudative effusions, especially if
less than 5% mesothelial cells are detected on differential cell counts.
Because most tuberculous pleural effusions probably result from a
hypersensitivity reaction to the Mycobacterium rather than from microbial
invasion of the pleura, acid-fast bacillus stains of pleural fluid are rarely
diagnostic (< 10% of cases). Pleural fluid cultures grow M tuberculosis in less
than 65% of cases.
In contrast, the combination of histology and culture of pleural tissue obtained
by pleural biopsy increases the diagnostic yield for TB to 90%.
Adenosine deaminase (ADA) activity of greater than 43 U/mL in pleural fluid
supports the diagnosis of tuberculous pleuritis. However, the test has a
sensitivity of only 78%. Therefore, pleural ADA values of less than 43-50 U/mL
do not exclude the diagnosis of TB pleuritis.
Interferon-gamma concentrations of greater than 140 pg/mL in pleural fluid also
support the diagnosis of tuberculous pleuritis. Unfortunately, this test is not
routinely available.

Additional Laboratory Tests

Additional specialized tests are warranted when specific etiologies are
suspected.
Measure pleural fluid amylase levels if a pancreatic origin or ruptured
esophagus is suspected or if a unilateral, left-sided pleural effusion
remains undiagnosed after initial testing. Of note, increased pleural fluid
amylase can also be seen with malignancy. An additional assay of
amylase isoenzymes can help distinguish a pancreatic source (diagnosed
by elevated pleural fluid pancreatic isoenzymes) from other etiologies.
Measure triglyceride and cholesterol levels in milky pleural fluids when
chylothorax or pseudochylothorax is suspected.

Consider immunologic studies, including pleural fluid antinuclear
antibody and rheumatoid factor, when collagen-vascular diseases
are suspected.

CT Chest (Contrast)
Chest CT scanning with contrast should be performed in all
patients with an undiagnosed pleural effusion,
To detect thickened pleura or signs of invasion of underlying or
adjacent structures.
The two diagnostic imperatives in this situation are pulmonary
embolism and tuberculous pleuritis. In both cases, the pleural
effusion is a harbinger of potential future morbidity.
In contrast, a short delay in diagnosing metastatic malignancy to
the pleural space has less impact on future clinical outcomes.
CT angiography should be ordered if pulmonary embolism is
strongly suggested.

Chest Radiography

Effusions of more than 175 mL are usually apparent as blunting of the
costophrenic angle on upright posteroanterior chest radiographs.
On supine chest radiographs, which are commonly used in the
intensive care setting, moderate to large pleural effusions may appear
as a homogenous increase in density spread over the lower lung
fields.
Apparent elevation of the hemidiaphragm, lateral displacement of the
dome of the diaphragm, or increased distance between the apparent
left hemidiaphragm and the gastric air bubble suggests subpulmonic
effusions. (See the images below.)

Lateral decubitus films more
reliably detect smaller pleural
effusions.

Layering of an effusion on lateral decubitus films
defines a freely flowing effusion and, if the layering
fluid is 1 cm thick, indicates an effusion of greater
than 200 mL that is amenable to thoracentesis.
Failure of an effusion to layer on lateral decubitus
films indicates the presence of loculated pleural
fluid or some other etiology causing the increased
pleural density.
Note that decubitus films are almost never
performed in those institutions with bedside
ultrasonography.

Biopsy
Pleural biopsy should be considered, only if TB or malignancy is
suggested.
Medical thoracoscopy with the patient under conscious sedation and local
anesthesia has emerged as a diagnostic tool to directly visualize and take a
biopsy specimen from the parietal pleura in cases of undiagnosed
exudative effusions.
As an alternative, closed-needle pleural biopsy is a blind technique that can
be performed at the patient's bedside.

Medical thoracoscopy has a higher diagnostic yield for malignancy.
Closed-needle pleural biopsy findings aid in diagnosis of only 7-12% of
malignant effusions when cytology findings alone are negative.
the yield of closed-needle pleural biopsy (histology plus culture) is as
high as thoracoscopy for tuberculous pleuritis and is a useful alternative
procedure for this diagnosis when available.
A randomized comparison of medical thoracoscopy with CT scan–
guided cutting-needle pleural biopsy (CT-CNPB), found no statistically
significant difference in diagnostic sensitivity between these two
approaches.
The study included 124 patients with exudative pleural effusion who
could not be diagnosed by cytologic analysis. These researchers
recommended using CT-ANPB as the primary diagnostic procedure in
patients with pleural thickening or lesions observed on CT scans, and
using medical thoracoscopy in patients whose CT scans demonstrate
only pleural fluid, as well as in those who may have benign pleural
pathologies other than TB.

Guidelines Summary

The British Thoracic Society issued an update - evidence-based
pleural disease management guidelines.

The guidelines address both investigation of a unilateral pleural
effusion and management of malignant pleural effusion.

The American College of Chest Physicians updated its evidencebased clinical practice guidelines for the management of lung cancer,
and these guidelines included recommendations for the treatment of
malignant pleural effusions.

Pleural Effusion Investigation Guidelines
The key British Thoracic Society guideline recommendations for the
investigation of a unilateral pleural effusion include the following
# Bedside ultrasound guidance improves success rate, reduces
complications (including pneumothorax), significantly increases the
likelihood of successful pleural fluid aspiration, and reduces the risk
of organ puncture (level B).
# Ultrasound detects pleural fluid septations with greater sensitivity
than CT scanning (level C).
# Pleural fluid should always be sent for protein, lactate
dehydrogenase (LDH), Gram stain, cytology and microbiological
culture (level C).

# Light’s criteria should be used to distinguish between a pleural fluid
exudate and transudate. In order to apply Light’s criteria, the total protein
and LDH values should be measured in both blood and pleural fluid (level
B).
# Pleural fluid cell proportions are helpful in narrowing the differential
diagnosis but are not disease-specific (level C).
# Pleural malignancy, cardiac failure, and tuberculosis are common
specific causes of lymphocyte-predominant effusions (level C).
# In nonpurulent effusions, when pleural infection is suspected, pleural
fluid pH should be measured providing that appropriate collection
technique can be observed and a blood gas analyzer is available (level B).

# Inclusion of air or local anaesthetic in samples should be avoided
as they may significantly alter the pH results (level B).

# Tube drainage is required in a parapneumonic effusion with a pH of
less than7.2 (level B).
# Malignant effusions can be diagnosed based on pleural fluid
cytology results in about 60% of cases (level B).

# Immunocytochemistry should be used to differentiate between
malignant cell types and can be very important in guiding oncological
therapy (level C).

# CT scans should be performed with contrast enhancement and
before complete drainage of pleural fluid (level C).
# CT scans can be useful in distinguishing malignant from benign
pleural thickening and should be performed in all undiagnosed
exudative pleural effusions (level C).
# CT scan should be requested for complicated pleural infection
when initial tube drainage has been unsuccessful and surgery is to
be considered (level C).
# When investigating an undiagnosed effusion in which malignancy
is suspected and areas of pleural nodularity are shown on contrastenhanced CT, an image-guided cutting needle is the percutaneous
pleural biopsy method of choice (level A).

# Thoracoscopy is the investigation of choice in exudative pleural
effusions in which a diagnostic pleural aspiration is inconclusive and
malignancy is suspected (level C).

# Routine diagnostic bronchoscopy should not be performed for
undiagnosed pleural effusion (level C).

# Bronchoscopy should be considered in the presence of
hemoptysis or clinical or radiographic features suggestive of
bronchial obstruction (level C).

Malignant Pleural Effusion Guidelines
The key recommendations from the British Thoracic Society for the management of
malignant pleural effusion include the following

@ If the patient is asymptomatic with a known tumor type, observation is recommended
(level C).

@ Pleural effusion treated with aspiration is not recommended if life expectancy is greater
than a month because of high rate of recurrence (level A).

@ Other than in patients with a very short life expectancy, small-bore chest tubes followed
by pleurodesis are preferred to recurrent aspiration.
@ Intercostal drainage should be followed by pleurodesis to prevent recurrence unless
the lung is significantly trapped (level A).
@ Small-bore (10-14F) intercostal catheters should be the initial choice for effusion
drainage and pleurodesis (level A).

@ Large pleural effusions should be drained in a controlled fashion to reduce the risk of
reexpansion pulmonary edema (level C).
@ Once effusion drainage and lung reexpansion have been radiographically confirmed,
pleurodesis should not be delayed (level B).

@ Lidocaine (3 mg/kg; not to exceed 250 mg) should be administered intrapleurally just prior to
sclerosant administration (level B).
@ Premedication should be considered to alleviate anxiety and pain associated with pleurodesis
(level C).
@ Talc is the most effective sclerosant available for pleurodesis (level A).
@ Talc pleurodesis is equally effective when administered as a slurry or by insufflation (level B).
@ Bleomycin is an alternative sclerosant with a modest efficacy rate (level B).
@ Patient rotation is not necessary after intrapleural instillation of sclerosant (level A).
@ In patients with good performance status, thoracoscopy is recommended for diagnosis of
suspected malignant pleural effusion and for drainage and pleurodesis of a known malignant
pleural effusion (level B).
@ Thoracoscopic talc poudrage should be considered for the control of recurrent malignant
pleural effusion (level B).
@ Ambulatory indwelling pleural catheters are effective in controlling recurrent and symptomatic
malignant effusions in selected patents (level B).a

American College of Chest Physicians guideline recommendations
for the treatment of malignant pleural effusions include the following

$ In patients with a symptomatic recurrent malignant pleural effusion with a reexpandable lung, tunneled pleural catheter (TPC) or chemical pleurodesis (grade 1C)
is recommended. Serial thoracentesis can be considered in patients with a limited
life expectancy.
$ In patients with a symptomatic recurrent malignant pleural effusion with lung
trapping, TCP for symptomatic relief and improvement in quality of life (grade 1C) is
recommended.
$ In patients with a suspected malignant pleural effusion in whom the diagnosis of
stage IV disease is not confirmed, thoracoscopy instead of a TPC is recommended,
owing to its diagnostic as well as therapeutic benefit (grade 1C).
$ Graded talc is the pleural sclerosant of choice, owing to its efficacy and safety
profile (grade 1C).
$ Thoracoscopy with talc poudrage is recommended instead of talc slurry through a
bedside chest tube for pleurodesis (if there are no contraindications to
thoracoscopy) (grade 1C).

”

“Laugh a lot. It clears the lungs.

- David Hockney

